Picture of vehicle:

Name of vehicle: UGV: MDK-2014
UAV: AR-Drone2

Picture of team leader:

Name of team leader: Juha Röning

Team Name: University of Oulu
Team E-mail: eurathlon@ee.oulu.fi
Logo: 

Website: http://www.oulu.fi/cse/isg/robotics
Location: Oulu, Finland
Institution/Company: University of Oulu
Team Information

Address: Univ.Oulu: CSE/Robotics, BOX4500, FIN-90014 Univ. of Oulu
Telephone: +358 40 518 1821
Fax:

Team Description: Team OULU is research group related to advanced robotic systems is doing research on mobile robotics operating in outdoor conditions. Team will have 1 ground vehicle and 2 flying drones for scouting tasks on the area.

Sponsors: Probot oy

Selection of scenario:

- [ ] Reconnaissance and surveillance in non-urban environments
- [ ] Transport – repeated shuttling between two camps
- [x] Search and retrieval of human casualties in outdoor environments
- [ ] Reconnoitring of building structures
- [ ] EOR/EOD/IEDD/CIED (for professionals only!)

Proof of citizenship:: A copy of team leader passport will do (will not be published)!